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Les Théorèmes de Noether. Invariance et lois de conservation au XXe siècle, avec une traduction de l’article
original, “Invariante Variationsprobleme”
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Polytechnique). 2006. ISBN 2-7302-1138-1. No price given
In 1915 and 1916 Emmy Noether was asked by Felix Klein and David Hilbert to assist them in understanding
issues involved in any attempt to formulate a general theory of relativity, in particular the new ideas of Einstein. She
was consulted particularly over the difficult issue of the form a law of conservation of energy could take in the new
theory, and she succeeded brilliantly, finding two deep theorems which state that
1. If an integral is invariant under the action of a group depending on r parameters, then there are r linearly indepen-
dent Lagrangian expressions that are the corresponding divergences, and conversely. This result also holds if the
number r is infinite.
2. If an integral is invariant under the action of a group depending on r arbitrary functions and their derivatives
up to order k, then there are r identities in the Lagrangian expressions and their derivatives up to order k, and
conversely.
This book carries a translation of Noether’s paper [1918] into French, and then describes the strange history of its
reception and the responses to her work. Ultimately the theorems became decisive in a shift from basing fundamen-
tal physics on conservation laws to basing it on symmetries or, if that is too strong, then in thoroughly explaining
the connection between these two families of ideas. But between 1916 and 1950 or thereabouts the theorem was
but poorly understood and Noether’s name disappeared almost entirely. People such as Klein and Einstein did little
more than mention her name in the various popular or historical accounts they wrote, and those who came along
immediately afterward and must have known what was her deep and original contribution in this area did the same:
neither Weyl nor Pauli mentioned it when they should have. The attentive reader of their accounts might have noticed
that she did something, but not something profound and original. Worse, earlier attempts that had been eclipsed by
Noether’s achievements were remembered, and sometimes figure in quick “historical” accounts of the time. Similarly,
the theorems were cut back an the second one was largely forgotten.
In the 1950s the tide reversed, but even then few bothered to consult the original paper and most were content to
rely on inadequate attributions and label new versions of something like the same idea “Noether’s theorem” (in the
singular). Only in the 1970s did real generalizations and deepenings of her theorems start to emerge, and this book
closes with some of them. The book also reproduces some of the correspondence between Noether and Klein.
The book is well researched; the sections devoted to proving a negative (that Noether and her work are barely
mentioned for decades) succeed, as do the accounts of her work in the Göttingen milieu of the day and the final
recovery of her ideas. Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach sensibly refused to write a history of physics and the calculus
of variations in the period 1915 to 1970 but kept close to her theme. In historical terms, I believe this was the right
decision, but mathematically the focus may be too tight. If she had decided to discuss the idea of what a conservation
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modern interpretation of the theorems, more would be able to enjoy the book.
Why were Emmy Noether and her theorem treated this way? Kosmann-Schwarzbach does not speculate, which
is a pity. The most obvious answer must be a sexist resistance to accepting her work. The obvious response to that
would be to consider how many other fine results by eminent mathematicians go the same way (an interesting if
depressing enquiry in its own right). The paper marks a transition from Noether’s earliest work to the work that made
her famous, and one factor must be that she herself did not return to the subject and her later admirers remembered
her for something else. Alexandrov, in an address reprinted in Noether’s Gesammelte Abhandlungen (p. 2), wrote that
“Emmy Noether herself is partly responsible for the fact that her work of the early period is rarely given the attention
that it would naturally deserve. . . . since she considered those results to have been a diversion from the main path of
her research.” Perhaps the physics community was less caring about attributions, and saw Noether as a mathematician
who passed through, while the mathematicians saw this work as a brief excursion into physics. Perhaps it is best seen
as another example of significant mathematics not finding an audience in the hard-nosed physics community, a fate
that later befell Weyl’s The Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics. If Noether herself felt that this was unjust, we
are not told.
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